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Fall business:
In fall 2012, Faculty Senate Chair Michael Bemben charged the committee with following
up on previous 2011-12 FCC Chair Kanthasamy Muraleetharan’s study, which indicated the
efficiency of administrative costs per college vis-à-vis the number of faculty members each college
manages. Before presenting this report to President Boren, it was determined that further study was
necessary to show how the OU efficiency ratios compared to similar efficiency ratios at peer
institutions. However, because deans’ salaries at specific institutions were not available, the FCC
could not create the ratios.
After pursuing a number of different approaches with the support of Susannah Livingood
and Cheryl Jorgenson of the Office of Institutional Research and Reporting, Prof. LaGreca reported
back to Prof. Bemben that the information required was not available to create a report in a timely
fashion, as the FCC would have to request the budget books of each peer institution and recreate the
ratios by hand. The FCC determined that, given the gravity of faculty salary compression and
inversion, the committee’s time would be best spent focusing in this issue. Prof. Bemben approved
this change in focus.
Spring business:
On April 16, 2013, the FCC submitted its Report on Compression and Inversion to
President Boren, Provost Mergler, Vice President for Financial Affairs Nick Hathaway, and Faculty
Senate Chair Michael Bemben. A summary of the report follows and is also available on the
Faculty Senate website.
In May 2013, Prof. LaGreca’s term as FCC Chair ended and the committee supported the
nomination of Prof. Baines to serve as FCC Chair for 2013-14.
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Rationale for the study
The absence of university-wide merit raise programs since FY 2007 has caused problems of
salary compression and inversion [C&I] for faculty at the ranks of associate and full professor.
Faculty Senate Chair Mike Bemben, following up on President Boren’s acknowledgment of the
problem, charged the FCC with carrying out a study of compression and inversion on the OU
Norman campus. 1
Objective
The purpose of this study is to present information on current salary C&I.
Definitions and Calculation of C&I
The FCC focused on compression and inversion by rank and within departments or
academic units. Faculty whose salaries are within $5000 or a 7% increase (a promotion raise) of the
highest earning faculty member in the rank below were considered to be compressed. 2 Faculty
who earn a lower salary than the highest earning person in the rank below were considered to be
inverted. 3
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A promotion raise was determined to be the higher of $5000 or approximately 7% of salary.
3
The method used in the formula on the spreadsheet is the following: Within each department, we
identified the highest salary in the lower rank (for comparison 1 this was an assistant professor salary; for
comparison 2 it was an associate professor salary). To identify compressed faculty we calculated adjusted
salaries for members of the next rank up to account for the promotion raise as follows: for salaries $071,999, salary minus $5000; for salaries $72,000-$94,999, salary minus $6000; for salaries $95,000-110,999,
salary minus $7000; for salaries $111,000 and over, salary minus $8000. To identify inverted faculty we
identified faculty earning less than the highest salary in the lower rank.
2

Observations and study overview
On the OU Norman campus:
59.8% of Associate Professors are compressed
34.0% of Associate Professors are inverted
42.6% of Professors are compressed
32.5% of Professors are inverted
The problem of compression and inversion [C&I] is more severe in some colleges than in
others, as explicated by the chart on pages 2-3. Costs to address the problem have been included.
Recommendation:
Consider prioritizing C&I based upon 1) merit and 2) length of time at rank, rather than
providing a uniform across-the-board increase for faculty.
The FCC does not recommend across-the-board compression raises. Some dedicated and
productive faculty members earn salaries comparable to (or less than) newly hired Assistant
Professors. The FCC recommends prioritizing deserving C&I faculty, including scaling
appropriately relative to time at rank.
Further, the FCC requests that correcting C&I be taken into consideration for long-term
financial planning.

